
2013 Monitoring Visit to Sheridan Correctional Center

Sheridan Correctional Center (Sheridan) is located in Sheridan, Illinois, about an hour and a half
drive southwest of Chicago. It is a medium-security male facility, one of two facilities within the
Illinois Department of Corrections (IDOC) that is dedicated to substance abuse treatment.

Vital Statistics:
Population: 2,079
Rated Capacity: 1,304
Operational Capacity: 2,098
Average Age: 34
Population aged 50 or older: 11%
Cost per Inmate (FY 2012): $27,821
Convicted in Cook County: 50%
Convicting Offense: 16% Class X, 31%
Class 1, 38% Class 2, 7% Class 3, and 8%
Class 4 felonies.
Population by Race: 63% Black, 24%
White, 13% Hispanic, <1% Other
Source: IDOC, September 2013

Key Observations

 The population at Sheridan has increased significantly since JHA’s last report.

 Sheridan now houses nearly 300 general population non-substance abuse treatment
inmates.

 Population increases at the facility and throughout IDOC have limited effective
population management.

 Staff acknowledged that they have seen an increase in the quantity and severity of mental
health issues at the facility, but believed these could be accommodated the substance
abuse treatment setting.

 Sheridan is to be commended for their reentry placement efforts and success.

 This facility has significantly increased its state nurse staffing, which administrators
attributed to the fact that the facility’s population doubled in 10 years.
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2013 Monitoring Visit to Sheridan Correctional Center

Executive Summary

In JHA’s prior report on Sheridan, IDOC’s model drug treatment prison, we noted a 25 percent
increase in population at the facility between 2010 and 2012. Again the facility’s population has
increased at the same rate from 1,600 to over 2,000 in 2013.1

Sheridan now also houses nearly 300 medium-security general population inmates in non-
substance abuse treatment housing. Hence, administrators must work to maintain the facility’s
identity as a “fully-dedicated” substance abuse treatment center given the population growth and
introduction of non-program inmates.2

At Sheridan, a seasoned administrator expressed that this facility offers inmates their “best
chance,” noting that “good programs make good security.” Recidivism for substance abuse
treatment inmate participants paroled from Sheridan was demonstrated to be lower than for a
comparison group in an Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority (ICJIA) study.3 Yet
Sheridan inmates are not radically different in criminal history than others incarcerated in IDOC;
in fact, 94 percent of these inmates had five or more prior arrests and nearly two-thirds had
served prior prison terms.

From the facility philosophy that “successful reentry begins with the first day of incarceration,”
to the intensive substance abuse treatment program, availability of other programming, reentry
preparation, and continuity of care with community-based services, there are many reasons why
Sheridan inmates succeed. For one, the treatment model practice of referring to an inmate not as
an “offender,” as is common throughout IDOC, but as a “client,” helps impart a more productive

1 This report is based on a monitoring visit conducted on September 26, 2013 and ongoing communications with
inmates, loved ones, and staff. This report supplements JHA’s previous monitoring reports on this facility, available
at http://thejha.org/sheridan. IDOC officials and Sheridan administrators reviewed and fact-checked a draft of this
report and it was last discussed with JHA on March 7, 2014. No factual substantive changes have been made since
that time prior to publication. All statements of opinions and policy recommendations herein are JHA’s unless
otherwise stated. See also JHA’s 2013 publication How JHA’s Prison Monitoring Works, available at
www.thejha.org/method.
2 While the newly introduced general population inmates do not partake in substance abuse treatment at Sheridan,
administrators stated that all inmates do now have access to some substance abuse education consisting of a
Hazelden 12-step modeled program. Substance abuse treatment at Sheridan is provided by contractor, WestCare
Foundation (WestCare), in modified therapeutic communities. Those in active treatment receive 15 hours of
treatment a week predominately in WestCare staff-facilitated peer-groups featuring cognitive behavioral therapy.
3 As noted in prior reports, the ICJIA study on Sheridan, which remains one of the most comprehensive
examinations of any IDOC facility, found that at 36 months post-release Sheridan inmates had 16 percent lower
recidivism than the comparison group (43 percent compared to 50 percent returning to prison), saving taxpayers
money. Further, those former-Sheridan inmates completing, or still participating in, aftercare (treatment in the
community) had even lower recidivism of 32 percent (however, former-Sheridan inmates who did not complete
aftercare recidivated at 60 percent). See David E. Olson and Jennifer Rozhon. A Process and Impact Evaluation of
the Sheridan Correctional Center Therapeutic Community Program During Fiscal Years 2004 through 2010.
(January 2011), available at
http://www.icjia.state.il.us/public/pdf/ResearchReports/Sheridan_6_year_eval_report_01_2011.pdf.
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self-concept to inmates. In addition, giving inmates a positive environment and outlets, such as
grounds work and opportunities to help others, has an obvious good effect.4

JHA visitors felt administrators’ pride in the facility and noted the enthusiasm and obvious
engagement of the other staff during the visit. We were impressed by administrators’ knowledge
of issues reported to us by inmates, likely facilitated by open channels of communication with
staff.5 Administrators expressed that the tone of the facility was set by leadership and noted that
teamwork is stressed as an important part of professionalism. This teamwork model was
noticeable in problem-solving approaches in several areas, where administrators were open to
hearing about needs and taking advantage of all available resources. Although JHA noted that
many disciplinary tickets were given at the facility and heard from many inmates that
administrators and security staff were unduly strict, we were encouraged to hear that changes are
being adopted to try to better balance discipline and treatment.

Most concerns noted at Sheridan relate to systemic crowding and lack of resources, which result
in challenges in meeting needs across the board.6 Population increases dictate that a smaller
percentage of inmates overall have opportunity to participate in positive programming and create
more demand for necessities, such as space, food, healthcare, education, and clothing. Having
facilities and specialized housing units near or at operational capacity, and over rated capacity,
makes it difficult for IDOC to move inmates when appropriate and limits effective population
management. JHA continues to have concerns that increased population at Sheridan may dilute
the positive efforts of substance abuse treatment and recommends that IDOC track success
measures to ensure program integrity. IDOC responded that an author of the ICJIA study
continues to track recidivism data for Sheridan. JHA applauds this continued collaboration, but
notes that recidivism data necessarily lags several years behind facility changes.

This report addresses the following areas: Healthcare, Substance Abuse Treatment, Non-
Treatment General Population, Family Involvement, Grievances and Discipline, Programming,
and Staffing.

Recommendations

 JHA continues to recommend expansion of substance use disorder treatment availability
in IDOC.7

4 JHA visitors noted the well-kept grounds and general cleanliness of the facility. The IDOC “Go Green” initiative
was in effect at Sheridan with recycling, the grounds beautification project, and facility garden. Produce from the
garden is donated to the community, including providing pumpkins to youth at a local school for Halloween.
Minimum-security inmates at Sheridan also had the opportunity in the past year to help in the community through
flood cleanup and other disaster relief efforts. Vocational programs at Sheridan also make notable community
contributions.
5 For one example, we heard several complaints about one staff member in contrast to another, and administrators
noted they were already working on one to be less harsh and the other not to be a pushover.
6 IDOC responded that they have adequate room for the inmate population and staff at Sheridan in adult education,
vocational services, and health care.
7 See e.g., JHA’s 2012 healthcare report, Recommendation 3, available at
http://thejha.org/sites/default/files/Unasked%20Questions-Unintended%20Consequences.pdf.
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 JHA recommends that IDOC implement the planned Risk Assets Needs Assessment
screening tool and improve integrated computer data tracking for its population to better
identify needs.

In review of this report, IDOC responded that the new assessment instrument, the Service
Planning Instrument (SPIn), is currently being rolled out at five IDOC facilities:
Decatur, Pontiac, Robinson, Taylorville, and Vandalia. JHA will continue to monitor the
piloted implementation.

 We recommend that IDOC export positive aspects of Sheridan to other facilities,
including consideration of family involvement and intensive reentry planning, as these
non-substance abuse treatment factors appear to also have positive recidivism reduction
effects.

 JHA continues to recommend increased outside oversight and reevaluation of healthcare
staffing and physical facilities across the board in IDOC in consideration of the current
population and needs.

 Again we recommend that the correctional $5 copay, which was enacted by the Illinois
legislature, be abolished. We further urge IDOC to clarify and communicate to inmates
and their loved ones when copays will be waived and provide more transparency over
conditions that will not be treated within IDOC.

 JHA continues to recommend prioritizing education, as meaningful education and
training courses reduce recidivism and make the best use of inmates’ time while
incarcerated.

Healthcare

At the time of the 2013 visit, Sheridan’s healthcare unit staffing included a doctor, a physician’s
assistant, and 19 authorized nurse positions.8 This is a marked increase in nursing staff from the
time of JHA’s last report when only five of 10 authorized nurse positions were filled. At the time
of the visit, administrators stated all nurse positions at the facility were being transformed into
state positions from a mix of state and contractor Wexford Health Sources (Wexford) positions.

Administrators attributed the increase in nurse staffing to the fact that Sheridan’s population had
doubled in 10 years. While JHA has not previously seen such as substantial reevaluation of
healthcare staffing needs at any facility, we are encouraged, and continue to recommend that
healthcare staffing and physical facilities be reevaluated across the board in IDOC in
consideration of the current population and needs.9 It is worth mentioning that at the time of the
visit, Sheridan had not yet seen a corresponding improvement to mental health, dental, or other

8 Some nurses were awaiting background clearances prior to being hired as of February 2013. Reported minimum
nurse staffing at the facility is two on first and second shift and one on night shift.
9 See e.g., JHA’s 2012 healthcare report, Recommendation 8, available at:
http://thejha.org/sites/default/files/Unasked%20Questions-Unintended%20Consequences.pdf.
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healthcare coverage, mirroring the nursing increase—nor had the infirmary and healthcare staff
work area increased. Since the visit, mental health care has increased.

JHA was informed that when the current
wardens came to the facility earlier this year
they met with all department heads to ask what
was needed. The Healthcare Unit
Administrator (HCUA) was able to provide
them with statistics to support her requests for
additional resources. We were told that
healthcare staff hold weekly meetings to
enable open communication, in addition to
monthly quality reviews. It seems this is
helpful, given that there were fewer reported
staffing and supply issues than observed at
other IDOC facilities. JHA was impressed that
the HCUA and Director of Nursing had independently taken time and initiative to improve nurse
orientation at the facility, likely resulting in lower turnover.

Administrators stated that more dental and optometry coverage would be helpful. At the time of
the visit, the facility had one dentist, one hygienist, and eight hours weekly of optometry.
Administrators reported a seven-month backlog of non-emergent dental and eye care. JHA again
received multiple complaints regarding prohibitive waits for dental care and no cleanings.11

Another area of concern for staff and inmates were the numerous cases of Methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA), a staph bacterium resistant to certain antibiotics, at the
facility.12 In the prior year, 80 cases were identified, although the facility did not report any
“clusters,” defined as multiple cases within a time period in a physical area.

10 Data provided from Sheridan administrators for September 2013. Administrators also reported that Sheridan
housed six terminally ill inmates.
11 Some inmates remarked that lack of dental care was problematic in the therapeutic treatment community because
inmates must speak with one another in close proximity for several hours a day. Dental staff at Sheridan reported
921 extractions and 1,625 filings were performed in the prior year. While JHA cannot independently verify every
inmate report, JHA interviewed one inmate who stated that he had been waiting five months since having another
tooth pulled for other teeth to be filled, and that he had pain and difficulty eating but his many request forms went
unanswered. JHA received several other similar dental complaints.  Another inmate stated he had been waiting for
months to see the optometrist after his wire-framed glasses were confiscated and he could not read the text expected
for his classes. IDOC requested specifics so these examples could be internally investigated and denied that request
forms go unanswered. JHA had already provided administrators with this information where inmates consented.
12 While JHA cannot independently confirm every inmate statement, one inmate reported that treatment for a
confirmed case of MRSA consisted of the inmate being taken to the healthcare unit for a daily shower and returned
to his housing unit. Ideally MRSA cases would be isolated in the healthcare unit; however, as was the case on the
date of the visit, this area is often full. IDOC responded that it is also medically accepted to isolate inmates in their
cells. Several inmates reported concerns regarding cleaning of housing unit common areas. IDOC responded that
hygiene-related cleansing of common areas (showers, toilets, sinks) occurs daily and other common areas (i.e. day
rooms) are cleaned twice weekly.

Number of Sheridan
Inmates in Clinics10

Asthma 170
Cancer 6
Diabetes (Type 1) 53 (2)
Hepatitis C 65
HIV 26
Hypertension 255
Renal 3
Seizure 21
Tuberculosis 11
General Medicine 72
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Several inmates stated that access to healthcare was slow and expressed various concerns about
healthcare issues.13 Inmates also complained about the $5 copay for medical visits and being
assessed this fee multiple times for no treatment, multiple nurse visits, or physician repeated
treatment of the same condition. IDOC responded that inmates receive treatment as determined
medically appropriate by healthcare staff and that inmates often think they receive “no
treatment” when healthcare visits do not result in medication prescribed, devices used, or
procedures and tests ordered. IDOC reiterated that the copay is not charged for chronic care
clinics or when the doctor has scheduled a follow-up visit. JHA again recommends that the
copay, which was enacted by the Illinois legislature, be abolished.14 Although IDOC states that
they inform inmates about copays in orientation, in the orientation manual, and at the time a
copay is paid, JHA also continues to recommend that IDOC clarify to inmates when copays will
be waived and provide more transparency over conditions that will not be treated within IDOC.15

At the time of the visit, Sheridan’s infirmary, which has the capacity for nine inmates, was full,
and the two camera-monitored crisis cells were occupied.16 Administrators stated that more
mental health staff and hours would be helpful. Inmates with mental health issues are reportedly
seen “as needed,” at least monthly. At the time of the 2013 JHA visit, there were 350 inmates at
Sheridan under psychiatric care and 243 on psychotropics17 (12 of whom were housed in
segregation) while Sheridan had 16 hours of psychiatry coverage, two psychologists and one

13 Again although JHA cannot independently investigate and verify every report, other healthcare complaints
included: need for an inhaler refill; an inmate who reportedly had suffered a minor stroke who was unsure of
treatment follow-up; lack of medical attention for food poisoning; a wait of a month and a half for a specific drug to
be ordered; that inmates must still participate in normal activities while waiting for medical treatment and not
feeling well, or be ticketed; inability to see a specialist for a hydrocele over a two year period; and being unable to
obtain glycerin cream through either healthcare or commissary for dry skin, where the JHA visitor observed one
inmate with this complaint had a very large section of dry and flaking skin on his leg. IDOC stated that it is the
inmate’s responsibility to be informed and ask questions if “unsure” of treatment. IDOC denies lack of medical
attention for food poisoning and denies that an inmate would wait for a month and a half for a specific drug to be
ordered because they state prescribed drugs arrive promptly (IDOC noted that inmates may want medications that
are unnecessary or not what is prescribed). IDOC also responded that inmates awaiting medical treatment must still
participate in education, drug treatment, etc., but nothing physical, and that inmates may request meals be served in-
cell. Other healthcare concerns inmates expressed to JHA included that the facility doctor consulted WebMd during
the healthcare appointment, and that a nurse made disparaging remarks about her tax dollars paying for inmates’
care. One inmate reported that he had been seeking a hearing accommodation for nine months. JHA encourages
inmates to continue to document their concerns.
14 See e.g., JHA’s 2012 healthcare report, Recommendation 5, available at:
http://thejha.org/sites/default/files/Unasked%20Questions-Unintended%20Consequences.pdf.
15 For example, JHA received complaints at Sheridan, as at other facilities, about IDOC’s policy of typically not
treating hernias and perceived delays in treatment for Hepatitis C (one inmate reported approximately 14 months in
IDOC to receive treatment). Treatment for Hepatitis C is a complex issue and there are many individualized factors.
JHA recommends that inmates with concerns about their treatment document them and also attempt to ask questions
of their healthcare providers. JHA has been told by IDOC officials that IDOC will now make individualized
determinations of treatment for hernias and Hepatitis C. While these determinations will likely not result in
treatment for everyone requesting it, we hope that more serious issues will be addressed.
16 Staff noted that there had been a recent uptick in crisis watch with nine instances in the past month compared to
49 in the prior year. Staff stated that generally inmates can be moved from crisis cells within 24 hours and that long
periods of time in crisis cells may hurt more than help in some cases.
17 At the time of JHA’s last report, there were 300 inmates under psychiatric care and 175 on psychotropics, and at
the time of JHA’s 2010 report there were 184 inmates under psychiatric care and 124 on psychotropics. See
www.thejha.org/sheridan.
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mental health professional. Staff reported that Sheridan was trying to get an additional mental
health professional and add more hours for the psychiatrist.18 Additionally they planned to utilize
a university student extern to run groups and carry a caseload.19 Since the visit, IDOC reported
that they have added eight hours of psychiatry care and 40 hours of additional general mental
health care weekly.

During the visit, staff frankly acknowledged that Sheridan is seeing an increase in its mental
health caseloads. Further, staff stated that in the recent past more of the treatment provided
consisted of addressing issues such as “worry wells,” while now they are handling “the whole
spectrum,” including more serious mental illness. Mental health staff stated that Sheridan could
accommodate inmates with serious mental illness as long as they are compliant with treatment.
In the past IDOC substance abuse treatment facilities would not accept inmates with serious
mental illness. JHA is pleased with this shift toward accommodation and inclusion.

Mental health staff at Sheridan recognized that many people use drugs to self-medicate for other
issues and that these issues need to be addressed for drug treatment to be successful. Staff opined
that substance abuse is a secondary diagnosis to mental illness for many Sheridan inmates, and
that the mental health caseload at the facility should probably be increased to about 500 inmates
based on population need. While providers within IDOC can identify dual diagnosis mental
health and substance abuse issues, there is not yet specific programming or housing for this
population in male IDOC facilities.

JHA noted the strength of the teamwork approach at Sheridan in the reported cooperation
between mental health and substance abuse treatment staff in identifying inmate needs. Sheridan
mental health staff also impressed JHA as being particularly thorough in conducting intake
screening, and not just relying on reception and classification center screening, perhaps because
inmates may mask mental illness to get into substance abuse treatment, falsely believing that
they cannot get into Sheridan if they have mental illness. Staff thought there might be some
issues with how the program is presented to inmates at reception and classification centers. JHA
recommends that IDOC retrain staff and review what is communicated to inmates regarding
program participation.20

Administrators reported that healthcare discharge planning and high-risk linkages are used and
that in October counselors would be trained regarding CountyCare, Cook County’s Medicaid
expansion program under the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which should help make connections
between healthcare in prisons and communities.

18 Staff stated that they had a PRN (as needed) mental health professional who was assisting in inmate intake
screening, which administrators hoped would permit full-time staff to decrease backlogs. At the time of JHA’s last
report, wait times for non-emergent mental health care were reported to be a month or more, while at the time of the
2013 visit, the backlog was reported to have improved to about a week.
19 In the past the facility has offered mental health groups focusing on adjustment or transitions and grief and loss.
Staff noted that the grief and loss group was particularly popular, and they planned to offer two sessions.
20 In particular, JHA recommends IDOC provide line staff with more concrete definitions of whom should be
excluded in considering whether an inmate has a mental health condition is “so severe it could not be
accommodated” at a substance abuse treatment facility, as JHA has been told this criterion was used in screening.
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Substance Abuse Treatment

IDOC acknowledges that while most of the population enter IDOC with “educational
deficiencies, minimal problem-solving skills and substance abuse problems,” the “widespread
growth of Illinois’ correctional populations has produced unintended consequences for the
Department, creating an environment of constant change and fiscal uncertainty for our
correctional administrators.”21

Funding for substance abuse treatment programs within IDOC decreased from $16.5 million for
Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 to $12.6 million in FY 2013, representing about one percent of IDOC’s
budget. JHA hopes that the introduction of IDOC’s planned Risk Assets Needs Assessment
screening tool will permit the agency to reconsider funding allocations to further promote
successful reentry.22 JHA recommends that IDOC implement this tool and improve integrated
computer data tracking for its population.

Inmates assigned to Sheridan’s substance abuse treatment program hold coveted spots. There are
more than 46,000 male inmates in IDOC and only 2,885 substance abuse treatment beds. The
waitlist of inmates eligible for Sheridan’s program was 315 in December 2013.

There are many advantages to being at Sheridan for inmates aside from treatment and related
reentry planning, including the possibility of earning months off of their sentence for program
participation, being closer to Chicago than any other medium-security facility, and being at a
clean, well-managed facility with comparatively many program opportunities. Hence, inmates
may want to be at Sheridan for reasons other than committing to addressing substance use
disorder issues and may not be ideally suited to the environment, which requires commitment (or
convincing feigned commitment) to program philosophy for successful participation and
completion.

To be eligible for treatment at Sheridan an inmate must: have identified need, volunteer, have no
murder or sex offenses, and have at least nine months but not more than three years of his
sentence remaining. Administrators estimated that about 15 percent of their population
transferred to Sheridan from other IDOC facilities, while 85 percent come in directly from intake
at reception and classification centers.

Each residential unit at Sheridan is a therapeutic community with assigned WestCare staff who
facilitate groups.23 Therapeutic communities are considered social learning environments
consisting of peers and staff that serve as guides throughout the recovery process. The

21 See IDOC Strategic Plan 2012, available at:
http://www2.illinois.gov/idoc/reportsandstatistics/Documents/Strategic%20Plan%202012.pdf.
22 Administrators expressed that Sheridan staff would embrace this tool, described in JHA’s special report
Reforming Illinois’ Prison System from the Inside Out, available at http://www.thejha.org/rrp.
23 For more information about correctional therapeutic community treatment programs see prior JHA’s reports on
Sheridan and the similar program at Southwestern Illinois Correctional Center (SWICC), available at
http://thejha.org/, and this recent news article with video: Kevin Caulfield, “An exclusive peek inside a prison like
no other,” Newstribune, (2/17/14), available at
http://newstrib.com/main.asp?SectionID=2&SubSectionID=27&ArticleID=34657.
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therapeutic communities outline four goals: compassion for others, discipline and self-restraint,
achievement, and responsibility. Treatment includes counseling, group therapy, didactic sessions,
cognitive skill building, family therapy and 12-step programming.24 The treatment program
provided by WestCare has three phases.25 Staff reported that almost 86 percent of the inmates
starting the program in a given year complete the program, about 600 annually.

Sheridan has a modified X-house for substance abuse treatment reentry housing that has the
capacity for 400 inmates who are within a year of their release.26 After an inmate has met certain
criteria, he is interviewed by reentry housing clients who vote on whether the individual is ready
for the unit. Inmates in reentry housing get an hour to an hour and half of treatment a day in
groups of 40-50 inmates compared to three and a half hours a day in smaller groups in other
therapeutic community housing. Staff expressed specific concern that sometimes inmates do not
want to move to the reentry unit because there is less treatment and they are worried about gang
activity.27 However, the reentry unit was rededicated in September 2013, which staff said was
done to recommit to the program philosophy.

Contractor Treatment Alternatives for Safe Communities, Inc. (TASC) provides pre- and post-
release services for substance abuse treatment clients at Sheridan.28 TASC works with inmates
on reentry plans with WestCare treatment staff and community case managers, as well as

24 Staff stressed that the mandatory 12-step study groups are distinct from voluntary Alcoholics
Anonymous/Narcotics Anonymous (AA/NA) meetings. In JHA’s prior report we had objected to mandatory
participation in religious-based programs. Available at http://thejha.org/sheridan.
25 Phase 1 is the orientation phase where the client will spend 30-60 days working on understanding and developing
social skills, becoming a member of the community, and learning the rules of the program. During Phase 1 clients
initiate a treatment plan with a counselor addressing chemical dependence issues and cognitive behavioral therapy.
Clients attend treatment services and groups for a minimum of 15 hours per week. Staff noted that treatment can
include basics like recreation therapy to teach clients how to use leisure time. Phase 2 is the intensive phase lasting
up to 22 months, in which focus is placed on skill building. Phase 2 subjects include: problem solving, positive
attitudes, coping skills, accepting constructive criticism, work-place ethics, and self-esteem development. Clients
and counselors develop a master treatment plan during this phase. Phase 3 is the transition phase designed to prepare
the client for reentry into the community, which can begin 10 months into the program but typically is the inmate’s
final six months to a year at the facility before being paroled. The client continues to learn life skills and is expected
to act as a role model for other community members. Subject matter in this phase includes interviewing skills,
communication skills, job search skills and support system skills. Phase 3 clients complete 12 treatment hours
weekly, of which WestCare is responsible for eight hours. At the time of the visit, administrators reported that there
were 420 inmates in Phase 1, 761 in Phase 2, and 96 in Phase 3. At the time of JHA’s prior visit, administrators
reported there were 1,400 active participants in substance abuse treatment and 200 on the waitlist.
26 During JHA’s visit to the reentry unit, we were greeted by two inmates who comprised the unit’s welcoming
committee who welcomed us to the “House of Change” and we observed an encounter group in progress. Some
visitors noted that they thought this group would be valuable for learning to handle tense situations. JHA also spoke
with two inmates where one was helping the other prepare a resume for his upcoming release, these men shared
some of their hopes and strategies for reentry success and their history that they happened to have been wards of the
state together as youth and were reunited decades later in the treatment program.
27 Administrators provided materials that stated that 49 percent of the population at Sheridan are gang affiliated.
28 For more information see http://www2.tasc.org/content/about-tasc. TASC also offers: Inner Circle, a support
group that helps prepare incarcerated clients for reentry; Winner Circle, a support group for formerly incarcerated
people; and the Recovery Coach Program, which helps parents with substance abuse issues regain custody of their
children.
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coordinating these plans with IDOC field placement and parole staff. Continuity of care was
noted as important in discussions with program and IDOC administrators.29

A key to substance abuse treatment reentry preparation at Sheridan is regular prerelease staffings
that include the inmate, as well as his IDOC counselor, WestCare, TASC, parole, a field services
representative, and sometimes mental health staff. These meetings are held at 120, 60, and 30
days prior to an inmate’s release date. These staffings help the client develop an active care plan.
Administrators stated that they would consider the possibility of involving family members in
these meetings.30 One month before release, inmates also attend traditional IDOC two-day parole
school, which is what is available to general population.

Sheridan has excellent reentry placement success with no inmates reportedly unable to be
released due to lack of appropriate placement, unlike what JHA has observed at most other
facilities.31

While JHA did speak with some inmates who were not satisfied with the program or WestCare
staff, one inmate reported exactly what is commonly stated about such programs, that he had
several problems when he arrived at Sheridan, but now that he is engaged with treatment, he
thinks the program and staff are good. Some inmates reported they would like more individual
counseling or opined that substance abuse treatment on the outside is much better. Other inmates
complained about the difficulty transferring out of the program, believed that they could not
transfer unless they went to segregation, and claimed that they would be penalized with time
added. IDOC responded that segregation is no longer used for inmates wishing to transfer out of
substance abuse treatment. Inmates are ticketed for program refusals but are given minor tickets
that would not result in segregation time without an aggravating factor (see further discussion in
the Grievance and Discipline section below). IDOC stated that inmate participants sign a
voluntary agreement to enter the program and agree not to seek a transfer; hence program refusal
is tantamount to refusing housing. When JHA inquired into whether something like not talking
during group counted as a program refusal, IDOC responded that it would not, but did not further
clarify what counted as a program refusal for “choosing to not participate in drug treatment.” For
inmates who want to transfer from substance abuse treatment, there is a special housing area that
offers the “Last Chance” program. IDOC stresses that the only time-served effect of refusing
treatment is the loss of the contract credit time that would have been earned by completion of the
program. Sheridan administrators reported that in the prior year approximately 216 inmates
transferred out of the substance abuse treatment program due to program refusals or disciplinary
reasons.

Staff noted that they do try to keep inmates in programming because so many warm to treatment
over time. One observed in her experience that it is common for inmates to resist for the first two
months of the program and claim “I didn’t sign anything” to be in what is supposed to be

29 Staff also stated that when an inmate is released he is also given a number to can call Sheridan if he needs more
treatment, and WestCare will connect him to outside treatment wherever he happens to be living.
30 See further discussion of family involvement below.
31 Though it is worth noting Sheridan does not accept inmates with sex crimes for the substance abuse treatment
program. The introduction of non-treatment general population inmates may taint Sheridan’s stellar placement
record.
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voluntary contractual treatment. Staff also reiterated that they try to teach inmates personal
responsibility and follow through, so letting an inmate back out of his contract for treatment at
the facility is not helpful.

Most inmates interviewed were positive about treatment and appreciative of the opportunities at
Sheridan. JHA visitors were impressed on our visit by the treatment housing units’ positive,
colorful decorations and by treatment communities’ group therapy engagement. One
representative inmate stated that group therapy had helped a lot; it was an opportunity for him to
see that he had other choices in life than those he had made up to then, and that therapy helped
him with his thinking. Another observed simply, “some things work.”

Non-treatment General Population

A major change at Sheridan has been the introduction of non-treatment general population
inmates. Two housing units are used for these inmates, numbering 290 at the time of the visit.
Although some inmates told JHA that they believed that the general housing unit we visited had
been condemned prior to reopening as inmate housing, administrators said that the area had been
in use for staff offices. On one unit, a JHA visitor observed that the exposed pipes near ceiling
were clean, suggesting that the unit had been thoroughly cleaned. However, the housing unit is
archaic and had small windowless cells that faced the galley with windows on the opposite wall,
which partially opened. Inmates repeatedly complained about bad airflow and temperatures.
IDOC responded that temperatures are steadily at 65-75 degrees and that the administrators who
walk the units weekly agree that occasionally airflow is inconsistent, but not temperatures. Some
inmates in the general population area expressed concern about paint chips and lead, while others
commented on ceiling leaks, toilets leaking when flushed, no proper shelf space for electronics,
and rust. IDOC denied that there are issues with paint chips or lead and stated that such
grievances would be acted on because of health hazard concerns. IDOC stated that a pipe burst
but this was quickly repaired, other plumbing issues are addressed as reported, and that rust is
not common, but it is also not dangerous. Another physical plant complaint was that the
awkward configuration of the shower being located in the basement. Inmates stated this made it
impossible for inmates with work assignments to take showers after shift (as only one inmate
could shower at a time and security staff needed to make 30-minute rounds on the unit).
Administrators stated that they were aware of the issue with the basement shower, but had not
had complaints regarding shower access and did not think it was a problem. JHA recommends
that inmates document and report any continuing concerns with shower schedules or other issues.

At Sheridan the majority of the general population inmates are unassigned.32 Some inmates in
this unit felt, despite being lower-security than others at Sheridan, that they were “second class”
inmates or were “punished for not being in treatment.” In contrast, a general population inmate
who stated that he was doing okay, noted he had an industry job, and stated he has “nothing”
outside.

32 Some of the general population inmates at Sheridan had been transferred to from the closure of Tamms
Correctional Center minimum-security unit, where many had work assignments, more privileges, and freer
movement. Comparatively Sheridan felt like “lockup.” An inmate reported that there had been about 100 inmates
transferred from Tamms in late 2012 but now there were only about 30 remaining. Other general population inmates
transferred from Logan Correctional Center when that facility was converted to a female population.
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Several inmates opined that the treatment environment made staff more aggressive because they
are used to a population who must behave to stay in the program, but that the general population
inmates do not have anything to lose in that regard. IDOC officials responded that they wish to
again note that JHA cannot confirm or deny the validity of inmate reports.

Other general population inmates stated that reentry resources were minimal for them, in contrast
to the intensive planning for treatment inmates, and that more help was needed such as with job
training and housing. JHA recommends that reentry planning be used for more inmates and
hopes that rather than being treated as second-class citizens, these inmates will reap the benefits
of the substance abuse treatment facility environment.

Family Involvement

Administrators recognized the importance of family involvement in reentry success and, as noted
above, stated they were open to possibly involving family members in reentry staffing meetings.
Reintegration within a family can be difficult. Staff noted that the family knows the person as he
was prior to incarceration, and they may not necessarily know the person now, which is
something the inmate himself may struggle to define in treatment.

The ten-week Family Reunification Program administered by WestCare is one of the facility’s
major points of pride, as commented on in prior JHA reports.33 This program is offered twice a
month on Saturdays in the visiting room and currently a maximum of 20 inmates and their
families participate.34 Staff noted that they have some attrition from the program, mostly due to
families not understanding this is not an additional visiting opportunity but a therapy program.

In this program, inmates preparing to leave Sheridan discuss with their families issues such as
addiction, family impact, expectations for the inmate coming home (and if he is coming home).
It is a safe environment with a clinician present where parties can express anger, concerns, and
relationship issues. A WestCare administrator stated that this may be the first time the client has
ever been involved in relating his feelings to his family, discussing his issues with them, or
having family members tell of their pain while just listening. Administrators noted that many
returning citizens want to remain involved with this program after they leave, indicating its
success and popularity.

During the visit, JHA received a number of complaints from inmates wanting more time for
visitation (particularly number of weekend visits) and wanting a change to the policy permitting
only two of their children to visit at a time.35 JHA also received requests for resources for child

33 Available at http://thejha.org/sheridan.
34 At the time of JHA’s prior visit there were 40 inmates in the family reunification program and staff noted they
would like to expand the program but funding, staffing and space problems made this too difficult. During the most
recent visit, WestCare administrators reiterated that if possible they would expand this program. Inmates complained
to JHA about the difficulty getting into this program.
35 JHA received a few other complaints regarding visitation related to bathroom access, “overkill” on visitor dress
code, and staff rudeness. IDOC responded that they deny bathroom access is an issue and stated that issues with the
visitor dress code and staff rudeness are unsubstantiated. JHA again advises inmates and their visitors to document
issues.
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custody issues from men expressing concern about losing their children due to their
incarceration. Sheridan was able to provide some information to inmates about fathers’ rights;
however, JHA recommends that IDOC take strides to improve parenting resources for male
inmates. IDOC responded that parenting resources are adequate. JHA believes IDOC should
aspire to provide more than what is merely “adequate.” Sheridan does offer parenting classes36

and services, including InsideOut Dad37 and the “Fathers Read” program (currently inactive due
to lack of funding), in which inmates record readings of books onto CDs for their children.

JHA continues to recommend expanding the Family Reunification Program; however, we do
understand that space and staffing issues may make this impossible, and may limit visiting
opportunities for other inmates. JHA recommends the facility consider whether there are other
ways to incorporate families in reentry planning that are not as time and space intensive, such as
perhaps offering a video conferencing version of the program.

Grievances and Discipline

Again, although JHA cannot confirm or deny the validity of particular inmates’ reports set forth
herein,38 inmates throughout the facility reported that they had no faith in the grievance process
stating that it was “useless” and that their efforts to raise issues about conditions were ignored.39

Some inmates complained of the long wait for responses for grievances; while others stated it
was pointless to grieve a ticket or that their witnesses were not called for grievance or discipline
hearings.40 IDOC responded that they deny these claims and state that virtually all grievances are

36 Administrators reported that the parenting class was active in January, October, November, and December of
2013 with an average of 1,300 participants, and that they are increasing the availability this year.
37 See http://www.fatherhood.org/organizations/programs/insideout-dad/success-stories. Sheridan was able to
provide an estimate of the number of inmates who had children under 16 years old, 32 percent, based on data from a
present program offered for inmates with children. Likely this number is higher. IDOC does not commonly track
this information for male facilities.
38 See JHA’s 2013 publication How JHA’s Prison Monitoring Works, “On a given prison visit, JHA interviews
between 80-100 inmates. Our Prison Response Organizer also corresponds with more than 3,000 inmates and their
loved ones every year through letters, phone calls, and emails. In these communications, JHA responds to requests
for assistance, and we also record them in our database, which allows us to track particular issues by facility.
Through these efforts, JHA is able to identify common issues and problems. … Research demonstrates this kind of
information is vital to the operations of Illinois’ prison system, as attitudes shape the culture of correctional facilities
and can have wider implications for security. Including these perspectives in our reports provides IDOC with an
important opportunity to respond and educate inmates about its policies and procedures, while it also shows inmates
and their loved ones that JHA uses what we learn from them in our advocacy.” Available at
www.thejha.org/method. Inmates may send privileged mail to JHA, 375 E. Chicago Ave., Suite 529, Chicago, IL
60611. Staff and other concerned parties may also reach JHA by phone or email.
39 Administrators reported 477 grievances recorded in the year-to-date (as of September) compared to 476 in the last
year. Six percent of the grievances were found to have merit. JHA noted the large percentage of medical grievances
recorded as “moot.”
40 However, in one particular instance discussed with administrators, they responded that the inmate had not initially
listed witnesses.
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answered within the required time frame (typically 60 days).41 JHA again advocates for IDOC to
improve the grievance procedure.42

Administrators reported 7,575 tickets as of September 2013, compared to 6,365 last year, and
acknowledged that this was high. A repeated complaint was that Sheridan was a “medium run
like a max,” an impression perhaps in part based on administrators coming to the facility from
Stateville Correctional Center.43 Other impressions were that the treatment environment in some
ways made staff more aggressive or prone to “run roughshod” over inmates. Inmates opined that
staff may feel they could get away with more because in general the men are on good behavior
because of fear of losing good time and inmates are leaving relatively soon (giving them less
time to have any headway with the protracted grievance process). Several inmates reported that
correctional officers are quick to issue tickets over little things and that investigation of tickets is
not professional.

Administrators noted that most of the tickets are incurred in orientation where substance abuse
treatment inmates were mixed with general population non-treatment inmates. Further, they
noted that treatment based alternatives to ticketing (referred to as “Learning Experiences”) were
not correcting behavior. Administrators stated they are changing the housing arrangement so that
treatment inmates will no longer mix with general population, who may have a negative attitude
about the program.

Administrators expressed that they are interested in developing a segregation reduction program,
and that they were open to alternative discipline. Administrators were developing a “community
service” alternative to traditional discipline to address behavioral concerns, where inmates would
have to do additional tasks. For example, task-based manual labor may be used instead of
ticketing or segregation for program refusals. Another alternative disciplinary tactic that was
being used at Sheridan was having one housing unit labeled as “Last Chance” housing, utilized
for inmates with minor infractions.

Several inmates expressed that they thought disciplinary proceedings were unfair. One inmate
was in segregation for an altercation with his cellmate and felt that his punishment consisting of
90 days in segregation and a transfer was improperly harsher than his cellmate’s, although he
acknowledged that he had signed a pledge not to fight when entering the treatment program and
he knew the consequence. IDOC responded that the maximum penalty for “fighting” is 30 days
in segregation, and that if the inmate was in for 90 days he would have had multiple offenses. It
is also possible that the inmate was ticketed for something more serious than “fighting.” Another
inmate interviewed was upset that he had to refuse housing and walk himself to segregation
because he could not get along with his cellmate and he felt staff would not listen to him.
Administrators stressed that part of what they are trying to teach inmates is how to use treatment

41 See 20 Ill. Admin. Code 504.830, available at
http://www.ilga.gov/commission/jcar/admincode/020/020005040F08300R.html.
42 See e.g. JHA’s 2012 healthcare report, Recommendations 1 and 14, available at
http://thejha.org/sites/default/files/Unasked%20Questions-Unintended%20Consequences.pdf.
43 During the visit, JHA observed some recently seized food contraband that was intercepted by staff as inmates
attempted to smuggle it into a housing unit, these inmates would be punished in addition to losing work assignments
with access to food.
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tools to resolve conflicts instead of fighting. IDOC noted that inmates in the treatment program
make their own decisions to bring problems before the Structure Board (composed of inmate
leaders) for discussion, recommendation, and intervention. Other inmates expressed that they did
not understand why they received certain punishments, like loss of good time or how they could
earn it back. IDOC officials responded that they wish to again note that JHA cannot confirm or
deny the validity of inmate reports.

A concerning report from several inmates was that anonymous accounts from therapeutic
community inmates were enough to get major tickets without investigation for things like gang
activity. One inmate reported that he was told by an administrator that there is an automatic six
month segregation term if the Intelligence unit has to investigate a gang related issue. While
administrators stated that they do not punish inmates without further confirmation from
Intelligence, JHA recommends that inmates not be allowed to remove other inmates from
therapeutic communities by dropping anonymous slips as this may be abused.

Segregation
At the time of the visit, Sheridan’s segregation housed 34 inmates out of a capacity of 48. As
with all IDOC segregation units, inmates have restricted movement and limited property.
Inmates characterized it as “23-hour lockup,” and actual out of cell time is the standard five
hours a week for recreation and two one-hour non-contact visits monthly (if applicable and the
inmate is not otherwise restricted), but inmates were reportedly permitted three showers a week.
Administrators stated that inmates who are not C-grade will receive a 15-minute call on the 15th

of the month.

Administrators reported that the average length of stay in segregation is approximately 21 days,
while for inmates receiving mental health treatment average about 40 days (reportedly because
of two outliers who have both been in segregation for 180 days, without these individuals
average length of stay between inmates on the mental health caseload and those not would be
equivalent).

A JHA visitor observed that the area was “characteristically grim with dark and seemingly dirty
grills over the [cellfront] windows,” while another found the area clean and orderly but observed
one cell with a giant crack in the ceiling that leaked when it rained according to inmate.
Administrators stated they would move the inmate if water were observed.

Some segregation inmates reported that they had not been able to speak with administrators
about concerns and that their grievances went unanswered, while others reported that they had
been able to speak with administrators about issues.

Staff Conduct

In regards to staff conduct generally, JHA heard both compliments and complaints from
Sheridan inmates about particular staff. Many stated there was a “live and let live” relationship
with staff, where inmates felt if they stayed out of trouble, they would not have a problem.
Nonetheless, several inmates reported concerns about the disconnect between helpful
rehabilitative WestCare staff and punishing staff of IDOC, and felt there were many mixed
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messages at the facility. Others reported that WestCare and IDOC staff sometimes disagree in
front of inmates, making them unsure of rules, and uneasy about what would be appropriate
behavior, because that changed based on the staff present. JHA believes that this is an area where
ongoing interdisciplinary meetings with line staff would be helpful.

Generally inmates appreciated respectful, professional conduct of staff, but a concerning theme
in some inmate reports was that some officers were aggressive, treat inmates “like animals,”
want to “overpower” inmates, or “look for power struggles.” Some inmates complained that staff
will punish a whole line of men for one’s infraction, such as talking, or that inmates will get
punished for asking a question. IDOC responded that a courteous inquiry is never punished
unless asked at a time that violates existing rules. JHA received a few reports of racist or
religiously-discriminatory comments or conduct from staff. Some inmates expressed that they
thought that administrators did not hold staff accountable for their treatment of inmates and that
staff could “get away with anything.” IDOC responded that the above allegations relating to staff
misconduct are “either utter falsehoods or gross and unfair exaggerations.” Yet, IDOC also
responded that they do not believe inmates are always wrong in these situations, that they
acknowledge “occasionally evident human imperfections among a few staff,” and thus, that they
strongly enforce the staff code of conduct. IDOC stated that IDOC staff undergo annual
retraining and noted that in March 2013 they instructed vendors to train their employees
accordingly. IDOC pledged to continue their policy of investigating any credible accusation of
racist or religiously discriminatory remarks.

JHA was concerned by some reports that contractor female staff do not adhere to same rules for
clothing that visitors must follow, hence inmates felt they were put in situations where staff wear
“sexy” clothing and even strike sexually suggestive poses, and then write an inmate up when he
looks. IDOC responded that they deny ever ticketing an inmate for that. In contrast, JHA also
received reports from female staff that they were sexually harassed by inmates and by other staff,
and that when they reported such instances they were viewed as being problematic. Sheridan
administrators stated that they were not made aware of any such staff complaints and IDOC
encourages full reporting at all times; contractual staff may report to their supervisor or directly
to administrators. IDOC stressed that although some inappropriate conduct by inmates can be
expected in the environment, it is not accepted. IDOC reiterated that they have a zero-tolerance
policy on harassment and discrimination, and stated that all such allegations are immediately
turned over to IDOC Investigations and Intelligence (harassment) or Affirmative Action
(discrimination) for thorough investigation. In discussing this report with JHA, IDOC and
administrators again indicated that retraining is done regularly and vigilance about such matters
is an agency priority.

Dietary

JHA visitors noted that the inmate dining hall appeared clean, bright, and orderly, with a glass-
enclosed employee dining area located within. However, visitors noted the inmate eating area it
was crowded and accordingly, noisy. Many inmates complained about insufficient time to eat
stating that by the time they get through line and sit down they have between three and 10
minutes to eat. Administrators reported that the inmate “feed” was 15-20 minutes. Lunch on the
day of the visit was some sort of patty and fries. JHA also received several complaints about the
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quality and quantity of food including complaints about soy content, indigestion, the food being
unhealthy or non-nutritious, wanting a non-pork option on days pork is served,44 wanting cultural
foods (e.g. Mexican dishes), and wanting larger portions. IDOC responded that Sheridan meets
IDOC calorie requirements (based on federal and state recommendations) every day and that
additional calories would be unhealthy for what is “essentially a sedentary population .” One
inmate stated the food was “boring but kept you alive” and another compared the food positively
to another IDOC facility. Dietary workers reported rodents in the cafeteria. IDOC responded that
this issue was addressed (prior to JHA’s visit) in June 2013 by repairing a door and aggressively
exterminating, using both staff and vendors, and stated that field mice are common in the region,
particularly during certain farm activity.

Administrators reported that they plan to double the size of the facility garden and use more
produce in inmates’ diets resulting in cost savings, as well as providing some inmates with
agricultural experience. Proper nutrition is essential to behavior and brain function, and can
lower costs through improvements to healthcare and behavior.45

Clothing & Commissary

Several inmates complained about not being supplied with enough clothing in proper sizes or
inability to exchange clothing in a timely manner. Particularly inmates complained about the
scarcity of “whites,” or underwear, and lack of, or worn out, boots. Many inmates complained
about specific pricing for commissary items and lack of variety. However, access to commissary
seemed good at Sheridan.

JHA was concerned by multiple reports regarding lack of blankets being washed or exchanged
(inmates are issued two), in one case not being washed over a prior of four months. IDOC
responded that washing occurs whenever inmates bother to send blankets to laundry as blankets
cannot be washed by machines in housing units, due to blanket size and machine capacity, and
stated that they only had two examples of lost laundry on record at Sheridan from 2013. Some
inmates reported that the laundry equipment on their housing unit was in a state of disrepair.
Inmates complained that laundry detergent must be purchased from commissary and it is a small
quantity for the price. Inmates with disciplinary commissary denials do not have access to
detergent. IDOC responded that this was because they had their laundry done for them.

Several inmates reported that basic hygiene products were provided only upon arrival to the
facility and that indigent bags were not dispersed and that staff told them to use state pay for
hygiene. State pay given to inmates without work assignments is about $10 a month. IDOC
responded that it was not the case that indigent bags were not distributed when indigence was
demonstrated by trust fund review; however, they stressed that if inmates have adequate money
but choose to spend it on other items, IDOC will not compensate for the inmate’s poor choice.
Inmates did say they were provided with a weekly roll of toilet paper but noted that security staff

44 Although special diet trays are available as approved for health or religious reasons by the chaplain or healthcare,
one inmate reported retaliation for filing a grievance regarding religious diet. IDOC emphatically denied this
occurred.
45 See discussion of this issue in JHA’s 2012 healthcare report, Recommendation 4, available at
http://thejha.org/sites/default/files/Unasked%20Questions-Unintended%20Consequences.pdf.
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will confiscate surpluses. Lastly, inmates complained of the lack of regular toothbrushes stating
that they were charged $1.50 for segregation style safety mini-toothbrushes, which is a complaint
that JHA is increasingly receiving across IDOC facilities. Although we appreciate security
concerns, these toothbrushes are difficult to use properly and the dental care situation throughout
the agency should not permit IDOC to erect any more barriers to inmates’ dental hygiene. IDOC
responded that they agree with JHA’s assignment of importance to dental health, but feel dental
hygiene is adequate.

Living Conditions

Some inmates complained that they did not get much movement, some stating that they are in the
cells more than 10 hours a day. Some inmates complained that the cells are smaller and worse
than at other facilities. Some cells at Sheridan are nine feet deep by six feet wide. JHA received
several complaints relating to temperature and ventilation. Inmates stated that cells are very hot
in the summer and cold and wet in the winter. IDOC responded that summers are generally hot in
Illinois, most of Sheridan is not air-conditioned, and that cold and wet conditions are limited to
very rare breakdowns, which are immediately serviced. JHA has repeatedly recommended that
IDOC review physical plant temperatures and institute corrective planning.

Hot water heaters were reportedly not up to the task of providing heated water for showers for
multiple units on the same day. IDOC responded that this is untrue; however, they also stated
that pilot lights were going out too often and this was completely repaired. IDOC added that
inmates leaving water running was straining hot water supply. Inmates also complained that they
are not given cleaning supplies for the showers and bathrooms and stated they are filthy, noting
standing water, and some complained about “brown water.” IDOC denied these claims stating
that cleaning supplies are given twice weekly and that administrators regularly witness cleanings.
Inmates wanted more opportunities to shower after recreation and longer showers, some inmates
reported they are limited to “two minutes.” IDOC responded that inmates cannot shower after
recreation because treatment group needs are then disrupted, as are shower schedules of others.
Some inmates also complained about lack of cleaning supplies to clean cells, stating they are
given “straight water” to clean with and did not have enough time to clean. IDOC again denied
such claims. JHA received some reports of insects in cells. As stated above in the Healthcare
section, JHA received several inmate and staff reports of concerns about MRSA and inmates
believed improving cleaning practices would help. IDOC responded that cleaning procedures and
schedules are more than adequate.

JHA received multiple inmate reports that lack of workout equipment in the yard was causing
tension between inmates. Inmates stated that they had seen additional equipment in storage and
cannot understand why they could not use it and claimed that maximum security facilities have
more equipment than they have. IDOC responded that there is no stored unused equipment at
Sheridan, that it is not true that relative to population maximum security facilities have more
equipment, and that there is enough equipment. Inmates reported that those in school only get
two opportunities for yard time per week. There was a general concern that inmates did not have
input on Inmate Benefit Fund (IBF) money spending. For example, JHA received many
complaints that rented movies were unpopular. JHA believes that inmate input on IBF spending
is appropriate and should be considered.
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Mail

JHA received many complaints about mail delays at Sheridan and inmates reported it regularly
took two to four weeks for mail to reach them. One inmate stated he a just received a letter post-
marked two months earlier. JHA also received complaints at Sheridan about legal mail being
delivered opened; such letters are supposed to be opened in front of the inmate to check for
contraband but not read. Other inmates stated that sometimes mail was cut so that they could not
read the full letter and that staff read their mail and commented inappropriately such as
remarking on pictures of their correspondents.46 IDOC responded that no grievances had been
filed on such matters and that they encourage inmates to use the grievance process. They stated if
mail is deemed inappropriate the inmate is always given the choice to return the sender, have it
reviewed by the Publication Review Committee, or consent to having the item destroyed.
Administrators reported that the mail situation had improved to a week behind on incoming. JHA
has observed mailroom staffing problems at many IDOC facilities and recommends the agency
consider the issue as we have concerns about legal mail timeliness and because outside contact is
vitally important to inmate well-being and reentry success.

Supplemental Sentencing Credits

Many of the complaints JHA received from Sheridan inmates related to Supplemental
Sentencing Credit (SSC).47 According to many inmates, the majority of inmates are denied these
credits, some stating they thought only one or two percent of the population were getting
credited. IDOC responded that Sheridan has the highest per-institution (male) percentage of SSC
recipients vs. those reviewed. IDOC stated that between March and the end of September 2013,
slightly more than 10,000 inmates throughout IDOC had been considered for SSC, and of those
considered, approximately 2,000 or 20 percent received credits.48 Between program
implementation and February 14, 2014, IDOC reported approximately 2,987 inmates had
received credits. IDOC responded that the numbers have risen, noting that staff take laptops
home on weekends to continue the SSC mission. During the visit, some Sheridan inmates
expressed that they felt that they had been denied SSC without explanation or opportunity to get
any explanation. Some inmates were told they were “deferred” but did not know what that

46 The new policy that mailrooms will no longer process money orders may free up some staff time. Now money
must be processed through J-Pay. While JHA objects to high fees, we note that as of December 2013, money orders
may be submitted through the mail to J-Pay without additional fees. We will continue to monitor this issue. See
IDOC J-Pay update at http://www2.illinois.gov/idoc/communityresources/Pages/InmateDepositServices.aspx.
47 See IDOC’s statement on SSC at
http://www2.illinois.gov/idoc/news/2013/Pages/NewAdministrativeRuleonSentenceCredit.aspx. As of August 2013,
a total of approximately 1,360 IDOC inmates, and approximately 80 from Sheridan, had been released after SSC
awards. Data on the SSC implementation is publically available at
http://www2.illinois.gov/idoc/Offender/Pages/CommunityNotificationofInmateEarlyRelease.aspx.
48 See also the first IDOC Annual Report on SSC awards, covering from the period the program was implemented in
March 2013 through September 30, 2013, which reported fewer than 2,000 inmates had thus far been released after
receiving SSC, available at
http://www2.illinois.gov/idoc/reportsandstatistics/Documents/Annual%20Report%20SSC%20March%20Sept%202
013.pdf.
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meant.49 JHA was informed, in another context, that this meant that the inmate was not granted
SSC at this time, but would be reconsidered at a future date.

Many inmates expressed concerns that SSC was not administered fairly. One inmate stated he
does not understand why “poison sellers,” or inmates incarcerated for selling heroin, would get
SSC but men with Driving Under the Influence (DUI) convictions would not.50 This is likely
purely political. The agency has discretion to administer the program within the letter of the law,
which excludes certain offenses and conduct, such as parole violations.51 IDOC responded that
they suggest inmates, their attorneys, or families “make a nominal effort to learn the SSC rules,
which are available to all.” In shorthand, the law intends that the credit not be given to inmates
with convictions or arrests for prior instances of violence. The ICJIA study found that during the
six and a half years surveyed, only 23 percent of Sheridan’s population had no prior arrests for
violent crimes.52

At Sheridan, JHA felt that there was extensive frustration with SSC concerns such that we would
expect that it would have some impact on facility management, or was creating needless “worry
holes.” As most inmates at Sheridan are participating in programming and feel they are doing
everything asked of them, many do not understand why they would not receive credit.
Administering SSC is also particularly problematic in facilities where timing of release is
important to programming. JHA advised that Sheridan staff reiterate to inmates that SSC is
beyond their control and hopes the department will continue to aggressively examine their
population for eligible inmates and consider giving second looks to inmates who continue to
show improved behavior given systemic crowding. IDOC responded that they already do so.

Programming

While the vast majority of inmates at Sheridan still benefit from participation in substance abuse
treatment programming, and Sheridan offers many different educational and vocational
programs, the number of individuals able to participate in educational programming remains a
small fraction, about 19 percent, of Sheridan’s population.53 Nonetheless, we found at Sheridan
the extent of trades, level of instruction, focus on marketable skills, and assistance for inmates in
finding outside employment opportunities was particularly noteworthy. The quality of the

49 An inmate in that situation wondered if he could plan to be out to help move his grandmother into assisted living;
while he stated that he focused on the Serenity Prayer posted on the wall, it was clear the situation was creating
considerable anxiety for him. He stated that he had has really been reflecting on his crimes, that he felt he is too old
for criminality and ready to go straight, and he noted at Sheridan he had become a certified fork lift operator and he
wanted to help his family out.
50 See also discussion of this issue in JHA’s 2013 Decatur report, available at http://thejha.org/decatur.
51 See 20 Ill. Admin. Code 107.210 (e)(2), available at
http://ilga.gov/commission/jcar/admincode/020/020001070C02100R.html.
52 See David E. Olson and Jennifer Rozhon. A Process and Impact Evaluation of the Sheridan Correctional Center
Therapeutic Community Program During Fiscal Years 2004 through 2010. (January 2011), available at
http://www.icjia.state.il.us/public/pdf/ResearchReports/Sheridan_6_year_eval_report_01_2011.pdf.
53 The October 2013 IDOC Quarterly report reflects about 400 Sheridan inmates were being served in educational or
vocational programming. IDOC quarterly reports are available at
http://www2.illinois.gov/idoc/reportsandstatistics/Pages/QuarterlyReports.aspx.
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programs, including the obvious staff enthusiasm and commitment, appeared to reflect a
combination of legacy from prior administrations and a serious goal of current leadership.

However, a weak point at the facility remains, as observed in other IDOC facilities, prohibitive
waitlists for Adult Basic Education (ABE). Many of the impressive programs at Sheridan have
Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE) score requirements that preclude inmates with lower
scores from participation.54 Some inmates may purposely underperform on the TABE because
inmates can receive sentencing credits for educational program participation. These inmates may
not realize that low scores will preclude them from other more advanced programs, or that
waitlists are so lengthy that they may not have time to do any programming while incarcerated.
Other inmates sincerely need basic education to be able to have basic skills to have a productive
experience in another program. JHA recommends that IDOC offer inmates an opportunity to
retake TABE tests at set intervals, ideally offering some self-study materials and access to tutors.

This year Sheridan received four additional teachers inherited from the closures of Dwight
Correctional Center (Dwight) and Illinois Youth Center-Joliet, helping to reduce ABE and
General Educational Development (GED) waitlists. Administrators noted that Sheridan was
wired so that GEDs will be able to be taken in the new 2014 computer format.55

Still more educators are needed. Administrators noted a desire for four more educators and an
office coordinator. At the time of the visit, 122 inmates were enrolled in ABE classes and 50
inmates were enrolled in GED classes, with waitlists of 284 inmates and 55 inmates
respectively.56 JHA continues to recommend prioritizing education, as meaningful education and
training courses reduce recidivism and make the best use of inmates’ time while incarcerated.57

We recommend utilizing volunteers, inmate tutors, correspondence or electronic courses, or any
means possible to ensure that inmates have an opportunity to increase their skills while
incarcerated.

All educators JHA interviewed were adamant that their programs are as good as courses offered
on the outside, noting that they have outside visitors and employers come in to see what they are
offering and achieving. For one example, representatives from Manpower came in and worked

54 For example, for the Electrical course inmates should have a 10 on the TABE; however, the instructor stated he
will do interviews and on occasion can accept someone with a lower score who will work hard.
55 For information about the new requirements see http://www.gedtestingservice.com/educators/2014-faqs#corr.
56 In Fiscal Year (FY) 2012, 92 individuals completed ABE and 54 completed GED certificates at Sheridan. To put
these figures in agency context, “In FY2012, IDOC educators tested more than 16,000 new offenders with 38%
(6,400) testing below the 6th grade level in reading and math. This past year, 7,915 offenders participated in ABE
classes with 1,687 completing, while 6,704 offenders participated in GED classes. OAEVS [IDOC’s Office of Adult
Education and Vocational Services] finished the year with an 81% success rate (1,625 completing) for offenders
taking the GED test. IDOC success rates continue to surpass state and national averages. Despite this success, the
offender waitlists remained at 3,960 offenders for mandatory ABE classes and 1,231 offenders for GED classes.”
See IDOC Fiscal Year 2012 Annual Report, p. 11-12, available at
http://www2.illinois.gov/idoc/reportsandstatistics/Documents/FY2012%20Annual%20Report.pdf.
57 See e.g., Education and Justice Departments Announce New Research Showing Prison Education Reduces
Recidivism, Saves Money, Improves Employment, discussing a recent federal study finding substantial cost-saving
($4-$5 for every $1 spent) and recidivism reduction (43 percent better) from inmate participation in correctional
education programs. Available at http://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/education-and-justice-departments-
announce-new-research-showing-prison-education.
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with inmates explaining employment aptitude testing. A Lake Land College administrator also
stressed that all college level credits are transferable to other Illinois schools and noted that staff
work with students to teach them strategies for dealing with college admission. She proudly
stated that they would award the first Liberal Arts associates degree at Sheridan soon.

JHA visitors remarked on the positive environment of the programming facilities, particularly
noting the huge murals on canvas painted by inmates displayed throughout the educational
building halls, the engagement of inmates in observed programs, and the general tidiness of the
areas. Also, JHA visitors found the Sheridan library to be a well-kept and positive environment,
noting the many positive sayings and pictures, as well as a foreign language section. Clearly,
however, access to electronic legal research materials would be helpful as visitors observed that
some legal materials were not current. Some inmates complained of not having enough access or
that the inmate law clerk was unable to assist with a basic motion. Administrators remarked on
the expense of the legal books, and IDOC reported the facility budget for such items for Fiscal
Year 2013 was over $60,000, not counting Westlaw access to additional resources not included
in that amount annually. The IDOC library budget for non-legal library materials has been zero
for 12 years, hence IDOC relies on donations.58

Lake Land College provides vocational training including culinary arts, welding, warehouse,
career technology, and horticulture.59 At the time of the visit, 29 inmates were enrolled in
culinary arts, 24 in welding, 29 in warehouse, and 28 in career technology.60 Horticulture was
expected to resume the week after the visit as a new instructor had been hired. The welding class
was preparing Christmas decorations for Aurora festival of lights, another example of
commendable community involvement demonstrated by Sheridan.61 Staff stated that
representatives from Caterpillar had visited and remarked on the high quality of the welds.

The 10-week warehouse program was developed in response to employment demands for
individuals with forklift certification. Administrators were planning to expand the program to 16
weeks to add more math and computer training. Staff noted that employers in the shipping and
receiving warehouse business have been willing to hire individuals with felonies; however
acknowledged that transportation for parolees can be an issue in the regions with these
opportunities. JHA applauds Sheridan for offering such a high quality programs teaching an
employable skills. Staff also stressed that an important part of the career technology course, in

58 See e.g. IDOC Fiscal Year 2012 Annual Report, p. 11, noting the important partnership with the 3Rs Project:
Reading Reduces Recidivism (http://www.3rsproject.org/) since elimination of prison library funding in 2001,
available at http://www2.illinois.gov/idoc/reportsandstatistics/Documents/FY2012%20Annual%20Report.pdf. If
you are interested in donating materials you may also contact the individual facility’s Assistant Warden of
Programs, Librarian, or Chaplain through the facility’s general phone number. Information on each facility is
available at http://www2.illinois.gov/idoc/facilities/Pages/AllFacilities.aspx.
59 Lake Land College was hiring for adjunct teaching positions at several IDOC facilities, see
http://www.lakeland.cc.il.us/bs/hr/employptfac.cfm.
60 For Fiscal Year 2012, administrators reported there were 16 inmates who completed the culinary arts course, 18
for welding, 85 for warehouse, 28 for career technology, and one for barbering.
61 For more information see news article “Lake Land College corrections students make, donate holiday lights to
Strasburg,” Journal Gazette & Times-Courier, (11/12/13), available at http://jg-tc.com/lifestyles/lake-land-college-
corrections-students-make-donate-holiday-lights-to/article_356203b0-4be8-11e3-8f53-001a4bcf887a.html.
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addition to providing computer skills and financial management life skills, is providing inmates
with a perfectly grammatically correct resume and interview skills.

In addition to the Lake Land College vocational programs, Sheridan benefits from several other
programs teaching trades. Home Builders Institute (HBI) provides “pre-apprenticeships” in
masonry, carpentry, electrical, plumbing, and building and apartment maintenance. Staff stressed
HBI’s insistence on accountability and high standards in providing classes that trained inmates to
meet professional standards outside and stringent safety standards. Inmates at Sheridan in HBI
programs have helped in community efforts including building Habitat for Humanity houses and
they have performed minor jobs at the facility. JHA believes that such collaborations should be
encouraged and again recommends that IDOC consider utilizing inmates to refocus on
rehabilitation of IDOC facilities, which would provide inmates with work skills for reentry
success while improving quality of life.

JHA noted educational staff’s dedication and passion both for the subject matter and for helping
those who may not have had advantages; one staff member particularly noted that many inmates
had not had a father-figure to learn from. These classes are clearly popular; inmates reported one
year waits for HBI classes and one complained that he wished he could learn more than one
trade. JHA was also impressed by HBI staff’s extra efforts undertaken to ensure that reentry
employment opportunities were available. Staff stated that the program has about a 65 percent
employment placement record, noting that providing someone with an employable skill can save
their life. JHA agrees.

Additionally, Illinois Manufacturing Foundation (IMF) provides training in manual machining
and computer numerical control technology.62 Illinois Correctional Industries (ICI) employs 18
inmates in a garment cutting shop, which utilizes computerized technology.63 Administrators
stated that one of their goals is to add an industry program for inmates to sew garments at the
facility. Administrators stated that lack of raw materials had stopped garment production for
awhile but it had resumed. At the time of the visit, 10 inmates were employed in the garment
shop on full day shifts and there were two shifts of four inmates who work half days. Staff stated
they would like to eventually employ 12 inmates all day. The waitlist for this program was
reported to usually be over 100 inmates. Obviously, more opportunities would be welcomed.

Administrators and programming staff agreed that more staff and facility physical space were
needed to expand programming opportunities. While JHA heard and saw many positives with
programming at the facility, a consistent complaint JHA received from Sheridan inmates was the
wait time to get into classes.64 Another common complaint about lack of productive activity was

62 For more information see http://www.imfjobtraining.org/about-us/.
63 For more information see http://www.icicatalog.illinois.gov/. Note the Fiscal Year 2013 ICI Annual Report
provides information about industry programs throughout IDOC.
64 For one example, an inmate who had been incarcerated for two and a half years stated he had been trying without
success to get into GED class, knowing this would help him obtain employment upon release, but with only six
months more on his sentence it is now too late. IDOC responded that they would need proof this individual applied
properly and early enough to investigate. Another inmate interviewed had been waiting over six months for ABE
class. JHA recommends that inmates document and grieve such concerns. Staff are required to assist inmates with
limited ability. Concerned parties may contact our office.
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difficulty getting work assignments.65 Inmates wanted to work not only to have something
productive to do but to have more money to buy toiletries and clothing.

Sheridan benefits from about 195 volunteers and administrators noted that additional volunteers
would be helpful for AA/NA, Muslim services, and non-religious programs.66 Administrators
particularly commented on the importance of the “Young Men’s Aggression Group,” which is
offered by a volunteer twice a week to men under 30, with 12 inmate participants.

Staffing

At the time of the visit, administrators stated that Sheridan is still reevaluating staffing based on
their increased population. There were
622 total staff members, 175 of whom
were contractor employees.
Demographics for the staff were
approximately 84 percent White, 11
percent Black, four percent Hispanic,
and one percent Asian, and about 35
percent female. Sheridan had inherited
about 80 staff members from the closure of Dwight earlier in 2013. At the time of the visit,
administrators noted staffing needs included a Qualified Mental Health Professional, two Dietary
staff, four Lieutenants, four Sergeants, one office assistant/mailroom worker, and a counselor.
Staff interviewed reported that Sheridan needs more programming staff. Administrators noted
that security staffing needs accounted for 80 percent of overtime at the facility, with the second
most common need for overtime being medical. While Sheridan is authorized for 293
correctional officers, at the time of the visit there were 274 positions filled, and 13 officers were
on leaves. Administrators commented that Sheridan benefits from having lower staff turnover
than at other facilities.

###

65 Other related inmate complaints included: that Hispanic inmates were given more job opportunities than African
American inmates, inmates believed they could not get jobs based on immigration status, that jobs other than dietary
were tough to get, several inmates wanted security badge changes so they could work, and not being told why they
were not given work assignments. IDOC denies allegations of racial discrimination in work assignments and
responded that such false statements hurt the cause of equality, to which Sheridan administrators and the department
are dedicated.
66 Individuals interested in volunteering at Sheridan should contact the Assistant Warden of Programs or Chaplain.
67 Data provided by administrators from September 2013.

Sheridan Staff Authorized Actual67

Major 6 4
Lieutenant 17 17
Sergeant 24 20
Correctional Officer 293 274
Correctional Counselor 14 15
Clerical/Administrative 93 80
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This report was written by Gwyneth Troyer, Director of JHA’s Prison Monitoring Project.
Gwyn can be reached at (312) 503-6304 or gtroyer@thejha.org.

Inmates may send privileged mail to JHA, 375 E. Chicago Ave., Suite 529, Chicago, IL 60611.

Contributors to this report include: Christie Callahan and Phil Whittington, JHA staff members;
Dylan Hood, JHA intern; and citizen volunteers, Edgar Barens, Wynne Lacey, Lindsey LaPointe,
and Joan Shapiro.

Since 1901, JHA has provided public oversight of Illinois’ juvenile and adult correctional
facilities. Every year, JHA staff and trained volunteers inspect prisons, jails and detention centers
throughout the state. Based on these inspections, JHA regularly issues reports that are
instrumental in improving prison conditions.

JHA’s work on healthcare in IDOC is made possible through a generous grant by
the Michael Reese Health Trust.


